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MOTIVATION 

 Spell checking tools are important for editors, search 

engines etc. 

 A lot of text is typed in Hindi 

 Books 

 Novels 

 Newspapers 

 Magazines 

 Many spell checking tools exist for English, but not 

many for Hindi 



INTRODUCTION 

 Error Detection 

 Non Word Errors  

 Misspelled words are not part of the language 

 “ बन ” for “ वन ” (forest),  “ द ांत ” for “ द ाँत ” (tooth) 

 Real Word Errors 

 Misspelled words are part of the language 

 “ दकु न उस और है ” for “ दकु न उस ओर है ”  



INTRODUCTION.. 

 Correction   

 Find correction of the misspelled word 

 Find a correction c for word w such that 

 P(c|w) is maximized 

P(c|w) =  P(w|c) P(c) / P(w) 

 Produce a set of ranked corrections instead 

 

 

 



INTRODUCTION.. 

 Ex :  misspelled word = प्रम न  

  correct intended word = प्रम ण 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The intended word is ranked 3rd and not 1st 



PREVIOUS WORK 

 Non Word Error  

 Dictionary Lookup 

 Word Frequency 

 Levenshtein - Damerau Edit Distance 

 Most Widely Used 

 N-Gram Analysis 

 Finite State Automatons 

 

 Real Word Errors 

 Co-occurrence graphs 

 N-Gram Analysis 

 



OUR GOAL 

 Build a simple application  

 Allows user to enter text in Hindi 

 Rectifies misspelled errors in the entered text 

 Make use of the context to minimize real  word errors in the text  
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THANK YOU  

 

QUESTIONS ? 



LEVENSHTEIN DAMERAU EDIT DISTANCE 

Number of edits required to convert one string to other. 

Edits Include 

 Splits 

 Deletes 

 Transposes 

 Replacements 

 Inserts  

 



 



 


